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Jean-honoré fragonard the swing is known for

The Swing is better known as Les Hasards Heureux de l'Escarpolette in Fragonard's native France, but this beautiful oil painting has been much loved all over the world, so most people know it as The Swing. Fragonard is a famous roco comal from France whose paintings were elaborate and colorful, and many fans are
still studying his career in detail today. Swing has a charming classical style that attracts many in an instant, and helps promote the rococo period of art, which remains relatively less well known compared to other art movements such as Impressionism or Cubism. A gallery incudes further paintings from his career, all of
which follow a similar style as painters at the time were not as experimental as they are today. The male characters in the painting make it a seemingly romantic painting, where others fight for the attention of this pure young lady who casually looks down on them. Swing original painting measures 81cm ×64.2cm (31in ×
25 in) and can be seen in all the glory at that Wallace Collection in London, where it remains one of the great draws and was recently used for advertisements for the gallery, which was displayed all over London. It's immediate visual effect made it an obvious choice for integration. The original title was Les Hasards
Heureux de l'Escarpolette, and that's how French art followers will still refer to it as. It is believed that one of the men in the painting was the man for the woman on Swing, while the other was someone with whom she was having an affair. Interestingly, Fragonard was not originally chosen to do this oil painting, but was
brought in by Gabriel François Doyen, who did not approve of the specification itself. Swing is the central focus of this painting, as a young lady relaxes on it among an attractive brackdrop, which gives the painting a mysterious finish. The area around The Swing is much more colourful than it is background, which means
that the viewer will immediately be attracted to the key parts of the work that Fragonard will intend. Others like to buy printed reproductions of his original paintings, and The Swing is Fragonard's best-known painting as well as most popular. This website brings you information about this great painting and offers it for sale
from a trusted online retailer which we regularly use ourselves. Additional prints are available from the Fragonard gallery. Swing above is an excellent choice for most homes with framed prints usually finishing reproduction in the most professional way possible. The Art.com gallery that we link to from this page offers
excellent framing services, with a great variety of options available. Fragonard is one of the most respected rococo artists and has left a great legacy with several other paintings also as impressive as The Swing. Swing depicts a young man - in the folit - who sees a young young on a swing. (At the time, a swing was a
conventional symbol of infidelity.) She is pushed by an older man in the background who has no idea of the young man's presence. At first glance, the image appears to be a simple image of an innocent young woman at play, but then it becomes clear that the image is deliberately risque and rather rascal. Because as the
lady rides higher and higher on the swing, she allows her admirer to look up her dress - and even kicks her legs apart to his advantage. As she does so, she sends one of her shoes soaring toward a winged figure who could easily represent Cupid, the Roman god of lust and erotic love. Other instances of symbolism are
also worth noting. In the foreground (right), a small lapdog - a symbol of faithfulness - sounds the alarm by barking, but the woman's husband takes no notice. On the left, Cupid raises a finger to his lips to prevent the two Venus-putti during the swing from giving the game away, while the outstretched left arm of the
young man (Baron) has an obvious, phallic meaning. The happy exuberance of the painting is enhanced by the way the frills in the girl's dress match the pattern of the surrounding foliage, as well as by its glowing pastel colours and soft lighting. This erotic snapshot - this masterpiece of rococo art, commemorating the
spirit of aesthetic sophistication and aristocratic decadence on the eve of the French Revolution - shows that within titillation, Fragonard is simply incomparable. Interpretation of other 18th-century paintings • Pilgrimage to Cythera (1717) by Jean-Antoine Watteau. Louvre, Paris; Charlottenburg Castle, Berlin. • An



experiment on a bird in the air pump (1768) by Joseph Wright of Derby. National Gallery, London. • The Nightmare (1781) by Henry Fuseli. Detroit Institute of Arts. • Ed of Horatii (1785) by Jacques-Louis David. Louvre Museum, Paris. • The death of Marat (1793) by Jacques-Louis David. Musees Royaux des Beaux Arts,
Brussels. You may know this painting by Jean-Honoré Fragonard, The Swing (in French: Les Hasards heureux de l'Escarpolette), which depicts a gallant scene typical of the rococo movement. But do you know its history and meaning? Zoom on this famous painting... The order of the Baron of Saint-Julien In 1767, baron
of Saint-Julien wanted to have a painting made by him in the company of his mistress, with a very precise idea of the scene : I would like you to paint madame on an escarpolette that a bishop would set in motion. You will place me in such a way that I will be within reach to see the legs of this beautiful child, and even
better if you want to light up your painting more. He first approaches the painter Gabriel-François Doyen, who refuses to judge it too frivolously, and who directs him towards Jean-Honoré Fragonard, a young painter already to deal with libertine topics. Clearly, Fragonard accepted and painted the canvas between 1767
and 1769. Jean-Honoré Fragonard, The Swing Analysis of the work In the middle of the painting, a young woman, the Baron's mistress, stands on a swing. She mischievously throws her shoes - a sign of sensuality - towards her lover (Baron) revealing at the same time her ankle, which at the time had a highly erotic
connotation! By a happy coincidence, the lover is placed in the right place to see the legs (or even more?!) of his mistress: a vision that disturbs him to the point of making him lose his balance and capsize him in the flowers. On the far right, the bishop wanted by Baron has been replaced by Fragonard by a deceived man
who pushes the swing with a smile on his face without suspicion that his wife is having fun with another man. On the left side, a Putto, symbol of love, holds a finger to his lips and invites us to remain silent ... A way to invite the spectator to the confidence! The loverThe deceived manPutto, symbol of love A French
painting arrived in London This type of painting is all the rage among the nobility. They are intended for the private apartments of their patrons. But with the evolution of morality, when the Baron of Saint Julien is sentenced to death during the revolution, libertine scenes are no longer in vogue ... Fragonard's painting
reappeared during the second empire in the collection of Napoleon III's half-brother, the Duke of Morny. Later bought by the English collector, the Marquis d'Hertford, it was bequeathed to his natural son Richard Wallace, who founded the prestigious Wallace Collection in London, where the painting can be admired
today! A happy coincidence that made Fragonard famous... As for Fragonard, he was successful thanks to this painting, which was mainly taken up and popularized in an engraving by Nicolas de Launay. The painter received several commissions for licentious paintings such as the famous Bolt, which he painted in 1777
for the Marquis de Véri. Jean-Honoré Fragonard, Lock Even Today, this work continues to radiate thanks to many detours, we even find it included in the Disney cartoon, The Snow Queen! Jean-Honoré Fragonard (1732 – 1806)The Swing – Les Hasards heureux de l'escarpolette (1767-1769)81 x 60.2 cmLondon
Wallace Collection oil painting by Jean-Honoré Fragonardard (ca. 1767) SwingArtistan-Honoré FragonardYearc. 1767MediumOil on canvasDimension81 cm × 64.2 cm (31 7⁄8 in × 25 1⁄4 i)LocationWallace Collection, Collection London, United Kingdom The Swing (French: L'Escarpolette), also known as The Happy
Accidents of the Swing (French: Les Hasards heureux de l'escarpolette, the original title), is a 17th-century oil painting by Jean-Honoré Fragonard in the Wallace Collection in London. It is considered to be one of the masterpieces rococo era, and is Fragonard's best-known work. The painting depicts an elegant young
woman on the swing. A smiling young man, hiding in the bushes on the left, sees her from a vantage point, allowing him to look up at her billowing dress, where his arm is pointed with the hat in hand. A smiling elderly man, who is almost hidden in the shadows on the right, drives the swing with a few ropes. The older
man appears to be unaware of the young man. As the young lady swings high, she throws her left leg up so that her delicate shoes fly through the air. The lady is wearing a bergère hat (shepherdess hat). Two statues are present, one by a putto, looking from above the young man to the left with his finger in front of his
lips in a sign of silence, the other of the par putti, watching from next to the older man, to the right. There is a small dog shown barking in the lower right corner, in front of the older man. According to the playwright Charles Collés memoir,[2] a courtier (homme de la cour)[3] first asked Gabriel François Doyen to make this
painting of him and his mistress. Not content with this frivolous work, Doyen refused and passed it on to Fragonard. [2] The man had asked for a portrait of his mistress sitting on a swing being pushed by a bishop, but Fragonard painted a layman. This style of frivolous painting soon became the target of the philosophers
of the Enlightenment, who demanded a more serious art that would show the nobility of man. [4] The provenance Of The Swing (centre), which appears at the Wallace Collection, London. The original owner remains unclear. A permanent provenance begins only with the tax man Marie-François Ménage de Pressigny,
who was guillotined in 1794,[5] after which it was seized by the revolutionary government. It was possibly later owned by the marquis des Razins de Saint-Marc, and certainly by duc de Morny. After his death in 1865 it was bought at auction in Paris by Lord Hertford, the principal founder of the Wallace Collection. [6]
Notable copies There are two notable copies, neither of Fragonard. A copy, once owned by Edmond James de Rothschild,[7] depicts the woman in a blue dress. [8] The second is a smaller version (56 × 46 cm), owned by Duke Jules de Polignac. [7] This painting was owned by the Grimaldi family in 1930, when Pierre de
Polignac (1895-1964) married Princess Charlotte, Duchess of Valentinois (1898-1977). In 1966, the Grimaldi &amp; Labeyrie Collection gave it to the city of Versailles, where it is currently on display at the Musée Lambinet, attributed to Fragonard's workshop. [9] Copy of the Swing from the Musée Lambinet, Versailles
Remarkable derivative works 1782: Les Hazards Heureux de l'Escarpolettes, etching and engraving of fr:Nicolas de Launay (1739-1792), 62.3 × 45.5 cm (24 5/8 × 17 7/8 in). [10] Unlike the original painting turns right and has feathers on her hat (among other differences) because it was pulled after replica owned by
Edmond de Rothschild. 1920: The poem Portrait of a Lady by William Carlos Williams is believed to refer to Fragonard's work and this painting in particular. [11] 1999: The first act of the ballet Contact: The Musical by Susan Stroman and John Weidman is described as a contact improvisation on the painting. [12] 2001:
The Swing (after Fragonard), a headless lifesize recreation of Fragonard's model dressed in African fabric, by Yinka Shonibare [13] 2013: The animated Disney film Frozen shows a version of The Swing in a Scene when protagonist Anna dances through an art gallery singing Forever for the first time in Forever. [14]
Notes ^ Ingamells, 164 ^ a b Collé, Charles. Journal et mémoires de Charles Collé sur les hommes de lettres, les ouvrages dramatiques et les événements les plus mémorables du règne de Louis XV (1748-1772). III. Paris: Firmin Didot Frères, Fils et Cie. p. 165-166. ^ Although his identity was not revealed by Collé, it is
believed that it was Marie-François-David Bollioud de Saint-Julien, baron of Argental (1713-1788), best known as Baron de Saint-Julien, the then recipient general of the French priests. But there is little evidence for this, according to Ingamells, 163-164. ^ Fragonard, The Swing. khanacademy.org. Retrieved 17. ^
François Marie Ménage de Pressigny. The British Museum. Trustees of the British Museum. Retrieved 2020-03-27. ^ Ingamells, 165 ^ a b Wallace Collection (1908). Catalogue of oil paintings and water colours in the Wallace collection (8th ed.). A repetition of in no way equal profit is in the collection of Baron Edmond de
Rothschild; a smaller version was in Duc de Polignac (see Virgile Josz: Fragonard). ^ Bremmer, Jan (1991). From Sappho to De Sade: Moments in the history of sexuality. Routledge. p. 80-81. ISBN 978-0-415-06300-5. Note 4: According to Nevill (1903), a replica with a blue instead of a pink dress is in the possession of
Baron de Rothschild. ^ L'escarpolette. Catalogue des Collections des Musées de France. Ministère de la Culture et de la Communication. Downloaded 2009-01-18. ^ About This Artwork - The Art Institute of Chicago. Art Institute of Chicago. Retrieved 2011-11-19. R. S. Johnson Fine Art. R. S. Johnson Kunst. Retrieved
2011-11-19. [permanent dead link] ^ University of Illinois (Winter 1998). Modern American poetry. Downloaded April 5, 2020. ^ Terry Byrne (14 June 2008). Moving tales of love make 'contact'. The Boston Globe. Retrieved August 8, 2018. 'Swinging' tells the story behind a painting by 18th-century artist Jean-Honore
Fragonard, in which a girl on the swing (Ariel Shepley) teases her pal (Jake Pfarr) while a waiter (Sean Ewing) pushes the swing for her. ^ Yinka MBE The Swing (efter Fragonard), Yinka Shonibare, MBE Tate. Tate. Hentet 2014-08-04. ^ Se hvad vi fandt i Frozen | Disney Insider. Åh min Disney. 2013-12-10. Hentet 2019-
07-30. Referencer Ingamells, John, The Wallace Collection, Katalog af billeder, Vol. III, fransk før 1815, Wallace Collection, 1989, ISBN 0-900785-35-7 Farber, Allen (2006-04-05). Fragonard's The Happy Accidents of the Swing. State University of New York i Oneonta. Hentet 2009-01-18. Eksterne links Wikimedia
Commons har medier relateret til Les Hasards heureux de l'escarpolette af Jean-Honoré Fragonard. Ekstern video Fragonard's The Swing, Smarthistory Maleriet på Wallace Collections hjemmeside The Swing - Analysis and Critical Reception Retrieved from
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